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      Anthracite bench DeLuxe with bottom plate without backrest

This bench is provided with bamboo planks and offers a relaxed seat. Due to the anthracite colour it is almost unbelievable that this bench is made of concrete. The bench is manufactured with a bottom plate, that means that it is moulded in one piece. This design has NO backrest.

 

Always a tidy place to relax as no grass can grow underneath. In front of this bench the “integrated” solid underground is 50 cm. Enough space to keep dry and clean feet even after a rain shower.    


    
  Specificaties

  	Productcode
	BB.DLA.OP.ZL


        	Kleur
	Anthracite lacquered, RAL 7016


        	Dimensions (L X W)
	220 x 120 cm


        	Seat height
	47,5 cm


        	Weight
	1200 kg


        	Material seat
	Bamboo


        	Number of seats
	4
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    Contact

    
              
        +31 (0)497 - 36.08.08
        

         
      
      	
             Bestel rechtstreeks bij de fabrikant          
	
           Customers rate HeBlad 9.3
        
	
           Already more than 20.000 tables sold worldwide        
	
           TÜV certification        
	
             Call us, we speak English!          
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